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content
In one hour, the amount of energy radiated to the earth by the sun exceeds the annual energy require-
ment of the world population. Making use of this inexhaustible energy source for our everyday electricity 
requirement is the great challenge of the present and the future. Steca was quick to recognise the oppor-
tunities of a boom in the making: the company has become syno ny mous all over the world with vision, 
innovation, and initiative in the name of solar power. Steca is a recognised specialist in the development 
of high-performance systems which turn light into electricity before feeding it into the public grid.

»Power froM the Sun  
for everyday uSe.«

exclusion of liability
Steca Elektronik GmbH reserves the right to supplement and change the product range offered in the catalogue, or to remove products from the range. Please contact Steca if you require additional 
or more up-to-date  product information. The information in this catalogue is not exhaustive. We compiled this information with care. In spite of this, it may not have been updated or may no longer 
be applicable in individual cases. We accept no liability for imprecise or missing information in this catalogue.
Copyright Steca Elektronik GmbH („Steca“). Steca is a protected trademark of Steca Elektronik GmbH. This trademark may only be used by third parties with our express prior permission. The sole 
owner of the rights to the images and logos and texts is Steca. Steca allows the free use of product pictures and graphics in the context of the presentation of its own products, as long as neither 
product pictures nor graphics are altered or edited, in particular with regard to cropping, modification, distortion or other deformations. The permission of Steca must always be gained for any other 
commercial use. „Steca Elektronik GmbH“ must always be indicated as the source of the images. In return for the provision of the pictures free of charge, Steca requests a sample copy when they 
are used in print media, and a brief notification when they are used in film and electronic media. You agree that this agreement does not require a signature in order to become valid. The pertinent 
laws of the Federal Republic of Germany apply for the use of this catalogue by third parties and the use of the corres ponding terms and conditions.
Images from Steca, www.burger-fotodesign.de, www.fotothanner.de, www.photocase.com and www.marx-studios.de, www.fotolia.com, www.istockphoto.com.
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»we are thInkInG of toMorrow.«

Services and production have an ecological 
future at the Memmingen electronics specia- 
list company Steca. the company makes a 
worldwide contribution to reducing power 
consumption and allowing alternative ener-
gy sources to be used efficiently by provi-
ding high-performance products. 

Steca has established a wide base in order 
to achieve these goals. the company offers 
electronic services for residential, automo- 
tive, agricultural, environmental, traffic and 
building technology and also for the indus-
trial and medical sectors. the company also 
develops products for the environmentally 
friendly use of solar energy under the brand 
name of Steca. Steca elektronik is one of the 
few manufacturers that cover all three seg-
ments of the solar market: Pv grid feeding 

systems, off-grid Pv systems and solar ther-
mal systems. Steca also produces battery 
charging systems that extract the maximum 
potential from the energy storage system. 

Steca sets a good example in its own pro-
duction methods: the company uses only 
manufacturing processes that conform to 
strict ecological criteria. Steca is actively in-
volved in research projects for efficient ener-
gy use and climate protection. the German 
federal government therefore listed Steca 
as an authority for energy generation in the 
environmental technology atlas „Green tech 
made in Germany“. 

Steca‘s environmental policy is based on 
sustainability and environmental compati-
bility, with a view to providing services and 
producing products for an ecological future. 

the company considers the whole value-
added chain from this perspective and 
also involves its suppliers and customers. 
Steca is certified in accordance with ISo 
14001:2004 and organised in accordance 
with the eu environmental Management 
and audit Scheme.

Environmental  
protection in series »Simple business processes, fair partnerships 

and transparent communication contribute 
to our joint success.«

Full power for you: Management board Peter and Michael Voigtsberger

54   the coMPanythe coMPany    
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Steca can provide you with the best inverter for your system whether this be a small solar energy system 
for a single-family house or an elaborate combined solution for an industrial complex. we focus on the 
most important aspects: user friendliness and maximum performance with the lowest possible cost 
expenditure.

»MaxIMuM caPacIty for  
MaxIMuM yIeLd.« SySteM 

overvIew
Residential systems

Commercial systems

7  SySteM overvIew    
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Solar power provides independence
Independence from the pricing arrange-
ments of the large energy producers. Inde-
pendent of the energy policies of countries 
that export conventional energy sources.

Photovoltaics are decentralised  
Solar power is generated right where it is 
needed. this means: no energy losses and 
no costs for transmission and distribution. 

Simply generate electricity yourself!
In addition to standard single-family houses, 
garages, carports and the roofs of apart-
ment buildings are also suitable for electri-
city generation. the electricity is distributed 
locally throughout the settlement via the 
low voltage grid. here, there is a need for 
solutions adapted to the individual situation. 
optimal yield with easy care and handling 
are criteria which count for the operators.

own consumption is also a topic that is 
very much in vogue. for operators of Pv sys-
tems, use of Pv current generated by their 
own system is in some cases less expensive 
than procurement from the power grid.

residential  
systems
Single-family houses and apartment  buildings

Key:

A  Solar modules 
B  Grid inverter 
C  Grid-feed electricity meter 
D  House connection point 
E  Public electricity network 
G  Electrical load

StecaGrid Portal
Web portal
(Page  42)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log
Accessories
(from page 40)           

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)

coolcept
coolcept-120
Grid inverter
1,800 w - up to several 10,000 w
(from page 14)

overview of devices – single-phase inverters:

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software          
(Page 44)

coolcept-x
Grid inverter
1,800 w - up to several 10,000 w
(from page 14)

StecaGrid Portal
Web portal
(Page 42)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)

coolcept3

Grid inverter
1,800 w - up to several 10,000 w
(from page 14)

overview of devices – three-phase inverters:

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)

coolcept3-x
Grid inverter
1,800 w - up to several 10,000 w
(from page 14)

coolcept, coolcept-120 and coolcept-x inverters feed energy into single-
phase power grids. the tried-and-tested coolcept topology makes single-
phase grid feeding even more efficient. In addition they offer numerous 
system monitoring options. 

coolcept3 and coolcept3-x inverters are specially designed for three-phase 
power grids. with three-phase inverters, energy is fed into the grid on at 
least two phases at all times. this significantly reduces the need for tem-
porary storage of energy in the device, which has a positive effect on the 

service life. the coolcept3 topology is based on previous coolcept inverters 
and works just as efficiently. coolcept3 indoor devices are also preconfi-
gured for connection of an energy storage system.

 �1-Phase

 �3-Phase

8 9reSIdentIaL SySteMS      reSIdentIaL SySteMS
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Solar energy systems are not only ecologi-
cally worthwhile and financially profitable – 
thanks to the feed-in tariffs which are legally 
guaranteed in numerous countries, they are 
one of the most secure capital investments 
worldwide: thus, an ever-increasing number 
of systems are being realised by commercial 
investors and investment funds. 

Using current for own consumption
own consumption of Pv current is beco-
ming increasingly important for commercial 
systems. In this segment too, Pv current can 
sometimes be generated for less cost than 
when it is procured from the grid. catering 
for one‘s own needs first rather than feeding 
all your power into the grid is therefore in-
creasingly common.

Your yield always in view
Systems in this segment are installed on 
commercial buildings, agricultural buildings, 
or on the ground. 
In such cases, however, the system operator 
is often not the owner of the roof or surface. 
this in turn calls for professional remote sys-
tem monitoring. In the event of a fault, an 
automatic alarm must immediately notify 
the system operator and possibly the instal-
ler as well.

CommerCial  
systems
Industry, agriculture and ground-mounted  
installations

StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph 
StecaGrid 10000+ 3ph
Grid inverter
8,000 w up to several Mw
(from page 30)

overview of devices:

StecaGrid 20000 3ph 
StecaGrid 23000 3ph
Grid inverter 
20,000 w - up to several Mw
(from page 30)

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)

StecaGrid Vision
Display unit
(Page 45)

Solar-Log and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)
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together with their range of accessories, StecaGrid inverters repre-
sent an innovative family of inverter solutions for grid-connected solar  
power systems.

»hIGheSt PerforMance  
aLonG wIth MaxIMuM  
fLexIbILIty and eaSe of uSe.« ProductS

coolcept / coolcept-x / coolcept3 / coolcept3-x

 StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph / 10000+ 3ph / 20000 3ph / 23000 3ph

13  ProductS  
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the coolcept product family can be divided 
into single-phase coolcept inverters and 
three-phase coolcept3 inverters. both types 
of inverter are based on the tried-and-tested 
coolcept topology.

What is coolcept?
coolcept is Steca‘s new inverter topology 
that provides  the highest peak efficiency. It 
is basically  characterised by circuit simplicity 
combined with highest efficiency. the pa-
tented coolcept topology is a global innova-
tion that is only available from Steca.
 
The advantages of coolcept:
coolcept is cool. high peak efficiency means 
the lowest possible heat dissipation. this 
makes cooling elements unnecessary.

coolcept is efficient. Stable peak efficien-
cy over the entire power range ensures ma-
ximum yields.

coolcept is long-living. Low heat dissi-pa-
tion and cool components guarantee a long 
service life.

CoolCePt
A world first: cool, long-living, efficient

Product family name coolcept coolcept-x coolcept-120 coolcept3 coolcept3-x

inverter types

StecaGrid 1800 
StecaGrid 2300  
StecaGrid 3010  
StecaGrid 3000
StecaGrid 3600 
StecaGrid 4200

StecaGrid 1800x 
StecaGrid 2300x  
StecaGrid 3010x  
StecaGrid 3600x 
StecaGrid 4200x

StecaGrid 2020

StecaGrid 3203 
StecaGrid 4003  
StecaGrid 4803 
StecaGrid 5503

StecaGrid 3203x 
StecaGrid 4003x 
StecaGrid 4803x 
StecaGrid 5503x

1 or 3-phase grid feeding 1-phase 1-phase 1-phase 3-phase 3-phase

For use in 120 V grids

�
(can feed into two 

or three-phase  
120 v grids)

�
(can feed into two 

or three-phase  
120 v grids)

�

suitability for indoor or 
outdoor use

indoor 
(IP 21)

outdoor 
(IP 65)

indoor  
(IP 21)

indoor 
(IP 21)

outdoor 
(IP 65)

dC connection Phoenix contact 
SuncLIx (1 pair)

Phoenix contact 
SuncLIx (1 pair)

Multicontact Mc 4 
(1 pair)

Phoenix contact 
SuncLIx (2 pairs)

Phoenix contact 
SuncLIx (1 pair)

ethernet interface � � � �

storage-ready �

ProdUCt oVerVieW
A direct comparison of all coolcept inverters

Understanding the name
based on the same innovative coolcept 
topology, all single-phase and three-phase 
coolcept inverters are extraordinarily cool, 
efficient and durable. In addition, all devices 
are extremely lightweight and quiet. never-
theless there are differences for planners and 
users. the name of the product family and 
inverter type provides an initial insight here. 

the following information can be gleaned 
from the name alone: type of feeding (single-
phase or three-phase), protection class (IP 21 
or IP 65) and power class (1.8 - 5.5 kw). the 
names are decrypted precisely in the illustra-
tion on the right.

the StecaGrid 2020 constitutes a special 
case as it is specially developed for 120 v gri-
ds. this property can also be discerned from 
the coolcept-120 product family name.

the first two figures in the type designa-
tion indicate the relevant performance 
class. In this case: 3.2 kw.

whether the devices are single-phase or three-
phase can be discerned in the family name 
from the superscript 3 and in the type name 
by the ending „03“. with single-phase devices, 
there is no such suffix.

the additional x in the pro-
duct family and type name 
indicates that these cool-
cept devices are also desi-
gned for outdoor use. they 
conform to protection class 
IP 65. all types without this 
x are ideal for use indoors 
(IP 21).

the most important aspects of dif-
ferentiation are summarised here 
at a glance.

14 15cooLcePt / cooLcePt-x / cooLcePt3 / cooLcePt3-x       cooLcePt / cooLcePt-x / cooLcePt3 / cooLcePt3-x 
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Independant tests confirm highest 
level of efficiency
Photon Profi spoke of a „revolutionary“ new 
development. „thanks to its innovative to-
pology the  StecaGrid 3600 can rightly call 
itself the champion of all classes. until now, 
no inverter in series production has provided 
better results on the Photon test bench.“ 
was the summary on the new number one.

the aIt (austrian Institute of technology) 
in vienna has confirmed that the StecaGrid 
3600 achieves the highest efficiency. this 
has been verified by a comprehensive test 
report from the renowned institute.

Highest efficiency at all input voltages
the peak efficiency is only very slightly de-
pendent on the module input voltage. this 
allows a free choice of the number and type 
of modules, without risking a loss of yields.

A completely new cooling concept
this is only possible through the top effici-
ency of the coolcept inverters! the require-
ments – low-cost and high-efficiency – are 
fully satisfied!

Inverters with “coolcept“:
this high-end technology is integrated in 
Steca‘s series devices with a rated output of 
between 1.8 kw and 5.5 kw, which achieve 
a peak effectiveness of 98.6%.

World reCord  

StecaGrid 1800x 
StecaGrid 2300x  
StecaGrid 3010x  
StecaGrid 3600x 
StecaGrid 4200x

Conversion efficiency (Photon Profi 12/2011) MPP efficiency: Highest MPP efficiency over the entire input 
range (Photon Profi 12/2011)

a current study shows that connecting a 
battery storage system to a Pv system linked 
to the grid can significantly increase the rate 
of own consumption. 

Particularly around midday, more energy 
is usually generated than is required for con-
sumption. consequently, the excess energy 
is fed into the grid. with a connected sto-
rage system, this excess energy can initially 
be accumulated and then used in the eve-
ning or at night instead. 

due to their two additional Phoenix 
contact SuncLIx plug contacts, coolcept3 

indoor devices (StecaGrid 3203/4003/4803 
and StecaGrid 5503) are ideally preconfi-
gured for use in a storage system. a simple 
upgrade of inverter firmware is sufficient to 
connect the storage system retrospectively, 
saving you money otherwise outlaid for re-
placing existing inverters.

the following parameters apply when inte-
grating an inverter into a storage system:

a battery bank can be connected to the 
unit dc-side. when developing the inverter, 
we focussed on essential properties: a low-
cost product for the customer for efficient 
use of current generated by their own sys-
tem. Systems that can be used with coolcept3 
devices are significantly less expensive to pro-
cure and more efficient to operate compared 
to competitor, ac-connected solutions. we 
focus on improving efficiency with its associ-
ated cost savings rather than add-ons like a 
back-up function for power cuts. 

a storage system sized for the supply of a 
single-family house can be connected to in-
verters with Storage-ready. for larger energy 
requirements, several storage systems can 
also be combined without this causing any 
problems for the inverter. consumption and 

feeding power can be measured on an on-
going basis by an intelligent energy manager. 
a decision can be made based on the latest 
data as to whether it is a good idea to charge 
or discharge the battery.

the inverter‘s preconfigured storage sys-
tem connection conforms to the require-
ments of the German Market Incentive Pro-
gramme. this means upgrade of the storage 
system is liable to funding in Germany so 
that up to 30 % of investment costs can be 
subsidised.

ready For the FUtUre  
Ready to be connected to an energy storage system

Equipped for the future:
coolcept³ devices are ready to be 
connected to an energy storage 
system.

16 17cooLcePt / cooLcePt-x / cooLcePt3 / cooLcePt3-x        cooLcePt / cooLcePt-x / cooLcePt3 / cooLcePt3-x 
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The lightweights on the market
the coolcept devices weigh just 9 kg. even 
the outdoor variants with a stainless steel 
casing weigh in at a mere 12 kg. this extre-
mely low weight makes both transportation 
and installation a great deal easier.

Easy to install
with their low weight, the coolcept devices 
can easily and safely be mounted onto the 
wall by just one person. the supplied wall 
bracket and practical recessed grips for right 
and left handed installers make mounting 
of the device simple and convenient. the 
device does not need to be opened for in-
stallation. all connections and the dc circuit 
breaker are externally accessible.

Made in Bavaria
the inverters in the coolcept series are origi-
nal „Made in bavaria“, with top quality, sa-
fety, reliability and environmental sensitivity 
at the forefront during development and 
production. the StecaGrid 3600, the oldest 
member of the coolcept family, is the proud 
bearer of the bavarian energy Prize as the 
best grid inverter in the world in its class.

Pleasantly quiet – even at full load
Loud operating noises were yesterday. Since 
the emergence of the coolcept generation, 
inverters can be attached close to living areas 
without any problems - even on sun-dren-
ched days, coolcept units will operate quietly.

coolcept, coolcept-120, coolcept-x, coolcept3 and coolcept3-x: 
the market lightweights 

All coolcept inverters can be used in many different countries, which simplifies 
the warehouse logistics process.

Smart networking
Monitor the output of your Pv system for 
free* with the StecaGrid Portal. with the 
intuitive user interface, you can access your 
yield data anywhere and at any time – even 
from your smartphone or tablet Pc.

Constantly in 
the limeliGht   

Winner of multiple awards
the StecaGrid 3600 has already been in the 
limelight many times. the specialist journal 
Photon Profi describes it as the master of all 
classes, while the aIt (the austrian Institute 
of technology in vienna) has confirmed its 
exceptionally high efficiency, and it has also 
won the bavarian energy Prize, awarded by 
the bavarian Ministry of economics to the 
best inverter in the world.

Simply unbeatable 
It is not just among specialists in jour-
nals and institutions that the inverters in 
the coolcept series enjoy a high degree 
of positive feedback. the devices are also 
regularly recommended on www.photo-
voltaikforum.com. opinions concur across 
the board: a high degree of efficiency, re-
liability, low weight, noiseless operation, 
free guarantee extension to seven years, 
low power loss – the list can be endlessly 
expanded, or to put it in two words: simply 
unbeatable!

The number one worldwide
the StecaGrid 3000 and the test 
winner, the StecaGrid 3600, have 
been awarded a „very good“ rating for 
maximum efficiency by the specialist 
journal Photon Profi.

The best inverter in the world:
the StecaGrid 3600 received the 
bavarian energy Prize in 2012

The AIT (Austrian Institute of 
Technology in Vienna) confirms:
the StecaGrid 3600 achieves maximum 
efficiency

the specialists are clear:

the press confirms:

»better to mount 10 steCaGrid than one... – you 
can do it all by yourself, without a body-building course. 
these things are unbelievably light!«

»here, Steca has developed a completely new product, 
which also provides protection against overheating due to 
the simplicity of the components (Mosfets).«

»So small, but with a euro eta efficiency of over 98%. 
this alone puts them in a league of their own 
above the other products which are always so highly 
recommended ...«

»I would always choose these devices in preference to the 
excessively priced inverters from ... – particularly since Steca 
offers a 7-year guarantee which is also available via the 
Internet.«

our customers are delighted*:

*Extracts from www.photovoltaikforum.com

»It met the great expectations. thanks to its new, 
innovative topology the StecaGrid 3000 can rightly call 
itself the new champion of all classes.«

»It works with previously unheard of efficiency and can 
be produced in largely automated and cost-effective 
processes with a minimum number of parts.«

»the new StecaGrid marks a new beginning for the 
profitability of small systems.«

»... the Steca tops the test ranking and disproves the  
dogma that small inverters are less efficient and have 
higher production costs than large ones.«

toP-Grade PerFormanCe From baVaria 
coolcept inverters convince across the board

* For the first two years
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As a pioneer in this field, Steca colla-
borated with the University of Applied 
Sciences in Munich to research the ef-
ficiency of a repowering facility based 
on string inverters with an output ran-
ge of around 3 kW. 

 
the aim of the study was to gain insights 
into the actual yield increase, and into the 
practicability of repowering.

for this purpose, half of the old inverters 
on a facility with 12 strings, each with 2,890 
wp, were replaced with new ones. the eu-
ropean efficiency increase from ηeu=92% 
with the old inverters to ηeu=98.1% with 
the new coolcept inverters.

the yield increase was then calculated by 
comparing the yields from the strings which 

were retrofitted and the strings which were 
not retrofitted. the natural fluctuations 
in yield of the individual strings was offset 
using correction factors for evaluation pur-
poses.

thus, within the measurement period, a 
yield increase of 9.23% resulted compared 
to the ac output of the old inverters.

Specifications of the test facility:
first commissioned: 2007
Pv system size: 34.8 kwp 
Inverters used to date: 
Sun Profi SP 3400-600
new inverters: StecaGrid 3600
efficiency difference ηeu: 6.1%
actual yield increase: eur 129.63 per annum

The efficiency of photovoltaic inverters 
has risen significantly in recent years. 
Due to the increase in yield achieved by 
the inverters due to their higher effici-
ency, it can pay to replace old inverters 
with new ones.

rePoWerinG oF  
inVerters
Modernisation pays – test facility delivers a yield 
increase of 9.23%

inCreased  

yield
 Fr

om  

modernisatio
n

Repowering test facility in Anzing, Germany

Repowering test facility in Anzing, Germany

StecaGrid 1800x  
StecaGrid 2300x  
StecaGrid 3010x  
StecaGrid 3600x 
StecaGrid 4200x

Which systems are best suited to in-
verter repowering?
the replacement of inverters in existing sys-
tems is particularly worth while when the 
system was commissioned before 2009, 
when the guarantee period of the inverters 
has expired, or when the efficiency diffe-
rence is sufficiently high.

Why should you install the new Steca 
coolcept inverters?
Steca‘s coolcept inverters offer the  
maximum possible yield increase, since with 
their top-ranking efficiency worldwide they 
consistently achieve the maximum efficien-
cy difference. the good value for money of 
the inverters keeps retrofitting costs down. 
In this way, Steca makes repowering even 
more worth while!

our sample references on our web-
site show that repowering makes  
sense for a wide range of different systems:  
www.stecasolar.com/reference.

CoolCePt inVerter
The best choice for repowering

An example for the minimum efficiency 
difference required depending on the year 
of commissioning and the specific retrofit-
ting costs (total runtime of the photovol-
taic system 20 years, EEG remuneration for  
systems <30kWp,YDC: 1000kWh/kWp, 3.5% 
interest rate)

The advantages of repowering
 ∙ Increased yields through higher efficiency 
of the inverters

 ∙ renewed period of guarantee
 ∙ Greater convenience and reliability with 
the latest generation of inverters

 ∙ Simple remote monitoring and visualisati-
on of the system data

 ∙ the coolcept inverters make repowering 
even more economically attractive

rePoWerinG is 
eFFiCient   
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coolcept
StecaGrid 1800, StecaGrid 2300, StecaGrid 3010,  
StecaGrid 3000, StecaGrid 3600, StecaGrid 4200
 
Highest efficiency with longer service life
the high efficiency results in a peak efficiency of 98.6 % and a euro-
pean efficiency of up to 98.3 %, which results in less lost power that 
must be dissipated into the environment. this improves your yields. 

In addition to this, a new and unique cooling concept inside the 
inverter ensures an even distribution of the dissipated  heat and a 
long service life for the device. 

Product design and visualisation 
the StecaGrid has a graphical Lcd display for visualising the energy 
yield values, current performance and operating parameters of 
the system. Its  innovative menu allows individual selection of the 
various measurements. 

the guided, pre-programmed menu allows easy final  
commissioning of the device. 

Installation
the lightweights weigh only 9 kg / 9.5 kg and can be easily and  
safely mounted on a wall. the supplied wall bracket and prac-
tical recessed grips for right and left handed installers make  
mounting of the device simple and convenient. the device does 
not need to be opened for installation. all connections and the  
dc circuit breaker are externally accessible.

Product features
 ∙ highest efficiency
 ∙ Simple installation
 ∙ Integrated data logger
 ∙ firmware update possible
 ∙ Low housing temperature at full load
 ∙ functionally perfect, environmentally-friendly plastic housing
 ∙ Lowest possible own consumption
 ∙ Integrated dc circuit breaker
 ∙ Protective insulation according to protection class II
 ∙ very long service life
 ∙ droop Mode for integration in hybrid systems 
(further information: catalogue Steca Pv off Grid /  
Single-phase and three-phase ac hybrid systems)

 ∙ fixed voltage mode for other energy sources
 ∙ Service menu for parameter adjustment
 ∙ 7-year warranty after registration
 ∙ optimised shadow management using global MPP tracking 

Displays
 ∙ Multifunction graphical Lcd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of yield 

Operation
 ∙ Simple menu-driven operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation 

Options
 ∙ can be connected to a large-format display
 ∙ 120 v variant: StecaGrid 2020  
(for technical data see www.stecasolar.com)

system monitoring and accessories

StecaGrid 1800
StecaGrid 2300
StecaGrid 3010 
StecaGrid 3000  
StecaGrid 3600  
StecaGrid 4200

StecaGrid 1800
StecaGrid 2300
StecaGrid 3010 
StecaGrid 3000  
StecaGrid 3600  
StecaGrid 4200

Efficiency values for the StecaGrid 3600 and comparison of the 
MPPT voltage of the StecaGrid 3000/3600/4200

StecaGrid Portal
Web portal
(Page 42)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)

stecaGrid 1800 stecaGrid 2300 stecaGrid 3010 stecaGrid 3000 stecaGrid 3600 stecaGrid 4200

DC input side (PV-generator)

Maximum input voltage 600 v 845 v

Minimum input voltage for feeding 125 v 350 v

MPP voltage for rated output 160 v ... 500 v 205 v ... 500 v 270 v ... 500 v 350 v ... 700 v 360 v ... 700 v

Maximum input current 11.5 a 12 a

Maximum input power at maximum active 
output power

1,840 w 2,350 w 3,070 w 3,060 w 3,690 w 4,310 w

Maximum recommended Pv power 2,200 wp 2,900 wp 3,800 wp 3,800 wp 4,500 wp 5,200 wp

AC output side (Grid connection)

Grid voltage 185 v ... 276 v (depending on regional settings)

rated grid voltage 230 v

Maximum output current 12 a 14 a 16 a 18.5 a

Maximum active power (cos phi = 1) 1,800 w 2,300 w 3,000 w 3,000 w 3,600 w 1) 4,200 w 1)

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.95) 1,800 w 2,300 w 3,000 w 3,000 w 3,530 w 3,990 w

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.95) 1,900 va 2,420 va 3,160 va 3,130 va 3,680 va 4,200 va

rated power 1,800 w 2,300 w 3,000 w 3,000 w 3,600 w 2) 4,200 w 3)

rated frequency 50 hz and 60 hz

frequency 45 hz ... 65 hz (depending on regional settings)

night-time power loss < 1.2 w < 0.7 w

feeding phases single-phase

distortion factor (cos phi = 1) < 2 %

Power factor cos phi 0.95 capacitive ... 0.95 inductive

Characterisation of the operating performance

Maximum efficiency 98 % 98.6 %

european efficiency 97.4 % 97.6 % 97.7 % 98.3 % 98.3 % 98.2 %

californian efficiency 97.5 % 97.7 % 97.8 % 98.4 % 98.3 % 98.2 %

MPP efficiency > 99.7 % (static), > 99 % (dynamic)

own consumption < 4 w

Power derating at full power ab 50 °c (tamb) ab 45 °c (tamb) ab 50 °c (tamb) ab 45 °c (tamb)

Safety

Isolation principle no galvanic isolation, transformerless

Grid monitoring yes, integrated 

residual current monitoring yes, integrated  4)

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms with or without air conditioning

ambient temperature -15 °c ... +60 °c

Storage temperature -30 °c ... +80 °c

relative humidity 0 % ... 95 %,  non-condensating

noise emission (typical) 23 dba 25 dba 29 dba 26 dba 29 dba 31 dba

Fitting and construction

degree of protection IP 21 (casing: IP 51; display: IP 21)

overvoltage category III (ac), II (dc)

dc Input side connection Phoenix contact SuncLIx (1 pair)

ac output side connection wieland rSt25i3 plug, mating connector included

dimensions (x x y x Z) 340 x 608 x 222 mm

weight 9.5 kg 9 kg

communication interface rS485; 2 x rJ45 sockets; connectable to Meteocontrol web‘log or Solar-Log™; ethernet interface

Integrated dc circuit breaker yes, compliant with vde 0100-712

cooling principle temperature-controlled fan, variable speed

test certificate (current status: homepage) ce mark, vde ar n 4105, G83/2, ute c 15-712-1, aS4777, ceI 0-21

1) Belgium: 3,330 W   2) Portugal: 3,450 W   3) Portugal: 3,680 W   4) The design of the inverter prevents it from causing DC leakage current.

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)
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system monitoring and accessories

stecaGrid 1800x stecaGrid 2300x stecaGrid 3010x stecaGrid 3600x stecaGrid 4200x

DC input side (PV-generator)

Maximum input voltage 600 v 845 v

Minimum input voltage for feeding 125 v 350 v

MPP voltage for rated output 160 v ... 500 v 205 v ... 500 v 270 v ... 500 v 350 v ... 700 v 360 v ... 700 v

Maximum input current 11.5 a 12 a

Maximum input power at maximum active 
output power

1,840 w 2,350 w 3,070 w 3,690 w 4,310 w

Maximum recommended Pv power 2,200 wp 2,900 wp 3,800 wp 4,500 wp 5,200 wp

AC output side (Grid connection)

Grid voltage 185 v ... 276 v (depending on regional settings)

rated grid voltage 230 v

Maximum output current 12 a 14 a 16 a 18,5 a

Maximum active power (cos phi = 1) 1,800 w 2,300 w 3,000 w 3,600 w 1) 4,200 w 1)

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.95) 1,800 w 2,300 w 3,000 w 3,530 w 3,990 w

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.95) 1,900 va 2,420 va 3,160 va 3,680 va 4,200 va

rated power 1,800 w 2,300 w 3,000 w 3,600 w 2) 4,200 w 3)

rated frequency 50 hz and 60 hz

frequency 45 hz ... 65 hz (depending on regional settings)

night-time power loss < 1.2 w < 0.7 w

feeding phases single-phase

distortion factor (cos phi = 1) < 2 %

Power factor cos phi 0.95 capacitive ... 0.95 inductive

Characterisation of the operating performance

Maximum efficiency 98 % 98.6 %

european efficiency 97.4 % 97.6 % 97.7 % 98.3 % 98.2 %

californian efficiency 97.5 % 97.7 % 97.8 % 98.3 % 98.2 %

MPP efficiency > 99.7 % (static), > 99 % (dynamic)

own consumption < 4 w

Power derating at full power from 50 °c (tamb) from 45 °c (tamb) 
4) from 50 °c (tamb) from 45 °c (tamb)

Safety

Isolation principle no galvanic isolation, transformerless

Grid monitoring yes, integrated

residual current monitoring yes, integrated 5)

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms with or without air conditioning, outdoors with or without protection

ambient temperature -15 °c ... +60 °c

Storage temperature -30 °c ... +80 °c

relative humidity 0 % ... 100 %, non condensating

noise emission (typical) 23 dba 25 dba 29 dba 29 dba 31 dba

Fitting and construction

degree of protection IP 65

overvoltage category III (ac), II (dc)

dc Input side connection Phoenix contact SuncLIx (1 pair)

ac output side connection wieland rSt25i3 plug, mating connector included

dimensions (x x y x Z) 399 x 657 x 227 mm

weight 12 kg 11,5 kg

communication interface rS485; 2 x rJ45 sockets; connectable to Meteocontrol web‘log or Solar-Log™; ethernet interface

Integrated dc circuit breaker yes, compliant with vde 0100-712

cooling principle temperature-controlled fan, variable speed, internal (dustproof)

test certificate (current status: homepage) ce mark, vde ar n 4105, G83, ute c 15-712-1, aS4777, ceI 0-21

1) Belgium: 3,330 W   2) Portugal: 3,450 W   3) Portugal: 3,680 W  4)  Specifications refer to rated input current  
5) The design of the inverter prevents it from causing DC leakage current.

coolcept-x
StecaGrid 1800x, StecaGrid 2300x, StecaGrid 3010x,  
StecaGrid 3600x, StecaGrid 4200x

Highest efficiency with longer service life
the high efficiency results in a peak efficiency of 98.6 % and a euro-
pean efficiency of up to 98.3 %, which results in less lost power that 
must be dissipated into the environment. this improves your yields. 

In addition to this, a new and unique cooling concept inside the 
inverter ensures an even distribution of the dissipated  heat and a 
long service life for the device. 

Product design and visualisation
the StecaGrid has a graphical Lcd display for visualising the energy 
yield values, current performance and operating parameters of the 
system. Its  innovative menu allows individual selection of the various 
measurements. 

the guided, pre-programmed menu allows easy final  
commissioning of the device. 

Installation
the lightweights with only 11.5 kg / 12 kg can be easily and  
safely mounted on a wall. the supplied wall bracket make  
mounting of the device simple and convenient. the device does 
not need to be opened for installation. all connections and the  
dc circuit breaker are externally accessible.

the devices meet all the standards for the IP 65 protection class. 
Its robust stainless steel housing provides reliable protection against 
dust and water, including jet water. this enables problem-free instal-
lation of the inverters outdoors.

Product features
 ∙ highest efficiency
 ∙ Simple installation
 ∙ Integrated data logger
 ∙ firmware update possible
 ∙ Low housing temperature at full load
 ∙ Solid stainless steel casing
 ∙ Suitable for outdoor installation
 ∙ Lowest possible own consumption
 ∙ Integrated dc circuit breaker
 ∙ Protective insulation according to protection class II
 ∙ very long service life
 ∙ droop Mode for integration in hybrid systems 
(further information: catalogue Steca Pv off Grid /  
Single-phase and three-phase ac hybrid systems)

 ∙ fixed voltage mode for other energy sources
 ∙ Service menu for parameter adjustment
 ∙ 7-year warranty after registration
 ∙ optimised shadow management using global MPP tracking 

Displays
 ∙ Multifunction graphical Lcd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of yield 

Operation
 ∙ Simple menu-driven operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation 

Options
 ∙ can be connected to a large-format display

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)

StecaGrid Portal
Web portal
(Page 42)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log 
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)

StecaGrid 1800x
StecaGrid 2300x
StecaGrid 3010x
StecaGrid 3600x
StecaGrid 4200x

StecaGrid 1800x 
StecaGrid 2300x
StecaGrid 3010x
StecaGrid 3600x
StecaGrid 4200x
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StecaGrid 3203
StecaGrid 4003
StecaGrid 4803
StecaGrid 5503

StecaGrid 3203
StecaGrid 4003
StecaGrid 4803
StecaGrid 5503

www.steca.com    

stecaGrid 3203 stecaGrid 4003 stecaGrid 4803 stecaGrid 5503

DC input side (PV-generator)

Maximum input voltage 1,000 v

Minimum input voltage for feeding 250 v

MPP voltage for rated output 300 v ... 800 v 375 v ... 800 v 450 v ... 800 v 510 v ... 800 v

Maximum input current 11 a

Maximum input power at maximum active 
output power

3,300 w 4,100 w 4,920 w 5,620 w

Maximum recommended Pv power 4,000 wp 4,900 wp 5,900 wp 6,700 wp

DC side (storage system connection) 1)

voltage 680 ... 1,000 v (max. grid peak to max. Pv voltage)

Max. current 10 a

AC-Ausgangsseite (Netzanschluss)

Grid voltage 320 v ... 480 v

rated grid voltage 400 v

Maximum output current 7 a 10 a

Maximum active power (cos phi = 1) 3,200 w 4,000 w 4,800 w 5,500 w

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.95) 3,040 w 3,800 w 4,560 w 5,225 w

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.9) 2,880 w 3,600 w 4,320 w 4,950 w

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.95) 3,200 va 4,000 va 4,800 va 5,500 va

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.9) 3,200 va 4,000 va 4,800 va 5,500 va

rated power 3,200 w 4,000 w 4,800 w 5,500 w

rated frequency 50 hz and 60 hz

frequency 45 hz ... 65 hz (depending on regional settings)

night-time power loss < 3 w

feeding phases three-phase

distortion factor (cos phi = 1) < 1 %

Power factor cos phi 0,8 capacitive ... 0,8 inductive

Characterisation of the operating performance

Maximum efficiency 98.6 % 98.7 %

european efficiency 97.9 % 98.1 % 98.2 % 98.3 %

californian efficiency 98.3 % 98.4 % 98.5 % 98.5 %

MPP efficiency > 99.8 % (static), > 99 % (dynamic)

own consumption < 8 w

Power derating at full power from 50 °c (tamb)

Safety

Isolation principle no galvanic isolation, transformerless

Grid monitoring  yes, integrated

residual current monitoring  yes, integrated 2)

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms with or without air conditioning

ambient temperature -15 °c ... +60 °c

Storage temperature -30 °c ... +70 °c

relative humidity 0 % ... 95 %, non-condensating

noise emission (typical) <29 dba

Fitting and construction 

degree of protection IP 21 (casing: IP 51; display: IP 21)

overvoltage category III (ac), II (dc)

dc Input side connection Phoenix contact SuncLIx (2 pairs)

ac output side connection wieland rSt25i5 plug, mating connector included

dimensions (x x y x Z) 340 x 608 x 222 mm

weight 10 kg

communication interface rS485; 2 x rJ45 sockets; connectable to Meteocontrol web‘log or Solar-LogtM; ethernet interface

Integrated dc circuit breaker yes, compliant with vde 0100-712

cooling principle temperature-controlled fan, variable speed, internal (dustproof)

test certificate (current status: homepage) ce mark, vde ar n 4105, ÖnorM e80001-4-712, more to come

1) Only Steca storage-ready devices may be connected to the storage system connection. Batteries cannot be connected directly.  
2) The design of the inverter prevents it from causing DC leakage current.

coolcept³
StecaGrid 3203, StecaGrid 4003, StecaGrid 4803, 
StecaGrid 5503

Inverter topology
the coolcept inverter topology was first implemented in the single-
phase StecaGrid. It achieved optimum efficiency ratings thanks to the 
innovative switching concept. the three-phase coolcept3   inverters 
also benefit from the advantages of this switching concept. the 
three-phase topology is fully reactive current capable and therefore 
set up to meet demands that may be made in future as well.

Always symmetrical
the advantage of three-phase feeding is that the produced solar 
capacity is always symmetrically distributed on all three power 
conductors to the public power grid. this is the case across the 
whole output range offered by these inverters. the symmetrical 
feed-in is very much in the interests of the power supply companies, 
and is also compatible with domestic three-phase consumption.

Highest efficiency with longer service life
the high efficiency results in a peak efficiency of 98.6 %, which 
means that less power is lost that must be dissipated into the envi-
ronment. this improves your yields. 

as at least two phases of a three-phase feed-in design feed ener-
gy into the grid, it is not necessary to provide for intermediate ener-
gy storage in the device, as must be done in the case of single-phase 
feed-in. for this reason, the coolcept3 inverters dispense completely 
with the electrolytic capacitors that are required for intermediate 
storage. these capacitors may influence the service life of electronic 
devices as they may dry out. therefore by using coolcept3 inverters, 
plant operators may expect to benefit from their long service lives.  

In addition to this, a new and unique cooling concept inside the 
inverter ensures an even distribution of the dissipated  heat and a 
long service life for the device. 

Product design and visualisation
the StecaGrid has a graphical Lcd display for visualising the energy 
yield values, current performance and operating parameters of the 
system. Its  innovative menu allows individual selection of the vario-
us measurements. the guided, pre-programmed menu allows easy 
final commissioning of the device. 

Installation
the lightweights with only 10 kg can be easily and safely 
mounted on a wall. the supplied wall bracket make moun-
ting of the device simple and convenient. the device does not 
need to be opened for installation. all connections and the  
dc circuit breaker are externally accessible. for making dc connec-
tions, Sunclix mating connectors are included in the scope of supply.  

Product features
 ∙ highest efficiency
 ∙ three-phase, symmetrical grid feeding
 ∙ Simple installation
 ∙ Integrated data logger
 ∙ firmware update possible
 ∙ Low housing temperature at full load
 ∙ functionally perfect, environmentally-friendly plastic housing
 ∙ Lowest possible own consumption
 ∙ Integrated dc circuit breaker
 ∙ Protective insulation according to protection class II
 ∙ very long service life
 ∙ droop Mode for integration in hybrid systems (further informa-
tion: catalogue Steca Pv off Grid / Single-phase and three-
phase ac hybrid systems)

 ∙ fixed voltage mode for other energy sources
 ∙ Service menu for parameter adjustment
 ∙ 7-year warranty after registration
 ∙ Storage-ready: ready to be connected to an energy storage 
system

 ∙ optimised shadow management using global MPP tracking

Displays
 ∙ Multifunction graphical Lcd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of yield 

Operation
 ∙ Simple menu-driven operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation 

system monitoring and accessories

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)

StecaGrid Portal
Web portal
(Page 42)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log 
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)
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StecaGrid 3203x
StecaGrid 4003x
StecaGrid 4803x
StecaGrid 5503x

StecaGrid 3203x
StecaGrid 4003x
StecaGrid 4803x
StecaGrid 5503x

stecaGrid 3203x stecaGrid 4003x stecaGrid 4803x stecaGrid 5503x

DC input side (PV-generator)

Maximum input voltage 1,000 v

Minimum input voltage for feeding 250 v

MPP voltage for rated output 300 v ... 800 v 375 v ... 800 v 450 v ... 800 v 510 v ... 800 v

Maximum input current 11 a

Maximum input power at maximum active 
output power

3,300 w 4,100 w 4,920 w 5,620 w

Maximum recommended Pv power 4,000 wp 4,900 wp 5,900 wp 6,700 wp

AC-Ausgangsseite (Netzanschluss)

Grid voltage 320 v ... 480 v

rated grid voltage 400 v

Maximum output current 7 a 10 a

Maximum active power (cos phi = 1) 3,200 w 4,000 w 4,800 w 5,500 w

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.95) 3,040 w 3,800 w 4,560 w 5,225 w

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.9) 2,880 w 3,600 w 4,320 w 4,950 w

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.95) 3,200 va 4,000 va 4,800 va 5,500 va

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.9) 3,200 va 4,000 va 4,800 va 5,500 va

rated power 3,200 w 4,000 w 4,800 w 5,500 w

rated frequency 50 hz and 60 hz

frequency 45 hz ... 65 hz (depending on regional settings)

night-time power loss < 3 w

feeding phases three-phase

distortion factor (cos phi = 1) < 1 %

Power factor cos phi 0,8 capacitive ... 0,8 inductive

Characterisation of the operating performance

Maximum efficiency 98.6 % 98.7 %

european efficiency 97.9 % 98.1 % 98.2 % 98.3 %

californian efficiency 98.3 % 98.4 % 98.5 % 98.5 %

MPP efficiency > 99.8 % (static), > 99 % (dynamic)

own consumption < 8 w

Power derating at full power from 50 °c (tamb) from 45 °c (tamb)

Safety

Isolation principle no galvanic isolation, transformerless

Grid monitoring  yes, integrated

residual current monitoring  yes, integrated 1)

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms with or without air conditioning, outdoors with or without protection

ambient temperature -15 °c ... +60 °c

Storage temperature -30 °c ... +70 °c

relative humidity 0 % ... 100 %

noise emission (typical) <29 dba

Fitting and construction 

degree of protection IP 65

overvoltage category III (ac), II (dc)

dc Input side connection Phoenix contact SuncLIx (1 pair)

ac output side connection wieland rSt25i5 plug, mating connector included

dimensions (x x y x Z) 399 x 657 x 227 mm

weight 12 kg

communication interface rS485; 2 x rJ45 sockets; connectable to Meteocontrol web‘log or Solar-LogtM; ethernet interface

Integrated dc circuit breaker yes, compliant with vde 0100-712

cooling principle temperature-controlled fan, variable speed, internal (dustproof)

test certificate (current status: homepage) ce mark, vde ar n 4105, ÖnorM e80001-4-712, more to come

1) The design of the inverter prevents it from causing DC leakage current.

coolcept³-x
StecaGrid 3203x, StecaGrid 4003x, StecaGrid 4803x, 
StecaGrid 5503x

Inverter topology
the coolcept inverter topology was first implemented in the single-
phase StecaGrid. It achieved optimum efficiency ratings thanks to 
the innovative switching concept. the three-phase coolcept³-x in-
verters also benefit from the advantages of this switching concept. 
the three-phase topology is fully reactive current capable and the-
refore set up to meet demands that may be made in future as well.

Always symmetrical
the advantage of three-phase feeding is that the produced solar 
capacity is always symmetrically distributed on all three power con-
ductors to the public power grid. this is the case across the whole 
output range offered by these inverters. the symmetrical feed-in is 
very much in the interests of the power supply companies, and is 
also compatible with domestic three-phase consumption.

Highest efficiency with longer service life
the high efficiency results in a peak efficiency of 98.6 %, which 
means that less power is lost that must be dissipated into the envi-
ronment. this improves your yields. 

as at least two phases of a three-phase feed-in design feed ener-
gy into the grid, it is not necessary to provide for intermediate ener-
gy storage in the device, as must be done in the case of single-phase 
feed-in. for this reason, the coolcept3-x inverters dispense complete-
ly with the electrolytic capacitors that are required for intermediate 
storage. these capacitors may influence the service life of electronic 
devices as they may dry out. therefore by using coolcept3-x inverters, 
plant operators may expect to benefit from their long service lives.    

In addition to this, a new and unique cooling concept inside the 
inverter ensures an even distribution of the dissipated  heat and a 
long service life for the device. 

Product design and visualisation
the StecaGrid has a graphical Lcd display for visualising the energy 
yield values, current performance and operating parameters of the 
system. Its  innovative menu allows individual selection of the vario-
us measurements. the guided, pre-programmed menu allows easy 
final commissioning of the device. 

Installation
the lightweights with only 12 kg can be easily and safely 
mounted on a wall. the supplied wall bracket make moun-
ting of the device simple and convenient. the device does not 
need to be opened for installation. all connections and the  
dc circuit breaker are externally accessible. for making dc connec-
tions, Sunclix mating connectors are included in the scope of supply. 

the devices meet all the standards for the IP65 protection class. 
Its robust stainless steel housing provides reliable protection against 
dust and water, including jet water. this enables problem-free instal-
lation of the inverters outdoors.

Product features
 ∙ highest efficiency
 ∙ three-phase, symmetrical grid feeding
 ∙ Simple installation
 ∙ Integrated data logger
 ∙ firmware update possible
 ∙ Low housing temperature at full load
 ∙ Solid stainless steel casing
 ∙ Suitable for outdoor installation
 ∙ Lowest possible own consumption
 ∙ Integrated dc circuit breaker
 ∙ Protective insulation according to protection class II
 ∙ very long service life
 ∙ droop Mode for integration in hybrid systems (further informa-
tion: catalogue Steca Pv off Grid / Single-phase and three-
phase ac hybrid systems)

 ∙ fixed voltage mode for other energy sources
 ∙ Service menu for parameter adjustment
 ∙ 7-year warranty after registration
 ∙ optimised shadow management using global MPP tracking

Displays
 ∙ Multifunction graphical Lcd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of yield 

Operation
 ∙ Simple menu-driven operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation 
 

system monitoring and accessories

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)

StecaGrid Portal
Web portal
(Page 42)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log 
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)
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Always symmetrical
for larger solar power systems, StecaGrid  
8000+ 3ph, StecaGrid 10000+ 3ph, 
StecaGrid 20000 3ph and StecaGrid 23000 
3ph are the ideal devices. they enable the 
creation of systems from 8 kwp to several  
Mwp. these inverters are primarily  used 
in systems on industrial roofs, agricultural 
buildings and in ground-mounted systems. 
Prerequisite:  identical module orientation in 
each case, with no shadow problems. 

stecaGrid 8000+3ph  
stecaGrid 10000+3ph 

stecaGrid 20000 3ph 
stecaGrid 23000 3ph 

323 kWp, roof-mounted installation,  
commissioning: 2008

Robust for outdoor use
the robust devices are optimally suited for 
outdoor installations. StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph 
and StecaGrid 10 000+ 3ph inverters are 
currently providing good service in a large 
number of photovoltaic systems.

Low maintenance costs for large-scale 
industrial use
requirements for a Pv system and its indivi-
dual components are particularly high when 
it comes to industrial usage. a choice may 
be made from the range of units available 
in advance based on hard facts such as pro-
tection class, price or efficiency. 

there are other soft aspects too, however, 
that need to be taken into account for this 
decision – such as susceptibility to faults. 
Such information cannot be found on any 
datasheet, however, but needs to be glea-
ned from references and experience reports. 

Steca‘s three-phase inverters for large-
scale systems have proven their worth time 
and time again, winning over customers 
due to their reliable operating performance 
and durability. Maintenance is reduced to 
a minimum meaning no additional time or 
cost expenditure is required.

Reliable partner for ground mounting 
systems
Inverters can also be mounted on the ground 
without any problems. for this reason they 
are the perfect complement to ground 
mounting systems due to their reliability and 
performance.

Display and operation
StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph, StecaGrid 10 000+ 
3ph, StecaGrid 20000 3ph and StecaGrid 
23000 3ph have a graphical Lcd display for 
visualising the energy yield values,  current 
performance and operating parameters of 
the system. Its innovative menu allows in-
dividual selection of the various measure-
ments. 

265 kWp, ground-mounted installation, commissioning: 2010

1MWp, ground-mounted installation,  
commissioning: 2011

StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph  
StecaGrid 10 000+ 3ph

StecaGrid 20000 3ph  
StecaGrid 23000 3ph

1MWp, ground-mounted Malaysia, commissioning: 2013 (Pekat Teknologi Sdn Bhd) 
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StecaGrid 10000+ 3ph, StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph similar
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stecaGrid 8000+ 3ph  
and stecaGrid 10 000+ 3ph 

Always symmetrical 
the advantage of three-phase feeding is that the produced solar 
capacity is always symmetrically distributed on all three power con-
ductors to the public power grid. this is the case across the whole 
output range offered by these inverters. when designing a system, 
the laborious avoidance of an asymmetry of more than 4.6 kw 
through the appropriate selection of separate inverters is thus dis-
pensed with. Symmetrical feeding is greatly in the interests of ener-
gy supply companies. Lengthy discussions with such companies are 
therefore a thing of the past.
 
Long service live
while the voltage passes through zero on the grid-feeding phase, 
single-phase inverters must temporarily accommodate all energy 
supplied by the solar modules within the device. this is usually reali-
sed by electrolytic capacitors. these components influence the ser-
vice life of an electronic device, due to the possibility of drying out. 

with three-phase inverters, energy is fed into the grid on at least 
two phases at all times. thus, the necessity of intermediate storage 
of energy in the device is greatly reduced, which is of benefit to the 
system operator with regard to a longer service life.
 
Flexible connection 
due to the wide input voltage range of 350 v to 845 v, and a 
maximum input current of 27 a / 32 a, all commonly available cry-
stalline solar modules can be connected to the inverters in various 
configurations. beyond this, the system is also approved for use 
with cdte and cIS / cIGS thin-film modules (www.stecasolar.com/
matrix). four plug/socket pairs are available for flexible, mechanical 
dc connection.
 

Easy handling
the StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph and StecaGrid 10 000+ 3ph have a gra-
phical Lcd display for visualising the energy yield values, current 
performance and operating parameters of the system. Its innovative 
menu allows individual selection of the various measurements. the 
guided, pre-programmed menu allows easy final commissioning of 
the device.

despite their high output, the inverters are wall-mounted de-
vices. thanks to the high degree of protection, these inverters can 
be installed indoors or outdoors. due to the integrated dc circuit 
breaker, installation work is made easier, and the installation time is 
reduced. It is not necessary to open the inverter during installation.
 
Flexible system design
the combination of the StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph and the  StecaGrid 
10000+ 3ph allows optimum design for almost any power class. 
a diverse range of combinations are possible but they all share the 
same goal: the effective use of solar irradiation.

Product features
 ∙ high efficiency
 ∙ wide input voltage range
 ∙ three-phase, symmetrical grid feeding
 ∙ Integrated data logger
 ∙ firmware update possible
 ∙ Integrated dc circuit breaker
 ∙ robust metal casing
 ∙ Suitable for outdoor installation
 ∙ wall-mounting with steel wall bracket for very easy installation 

Displays
 ∙ Multifunction graphical Lcd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of yield  

Operation
 ∙ Simple menu-driven operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation  

Options
 ∙ System monitoring with Solar-LogtM and web’log
 ∙ can be connected to the StecaGrid vision display unit or a  
large-format display

StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph  StecaGrid 10000+ 3ph

system monitoring  
and accessories

StecaGrid Vision
Display unit
(Page 45)

8000+ 3ph 10 000+ 3ph

DC input side (PV-generator)

Maximum input voltage 845 v

Minimum input voltage for feeding 350 v  

MPP voltage for rated output 350 v … 700 v

Maximum input current 27 a 32 a

Maximum input power at maxi-
mum active output power

9,250 w 10,800 w

Maximum recommended Pv power 10,500 wp 12,500 wp

AC output side (Grid connection)

Grid voltage 320 v … 480 v 
(depending on regional settings)

rated grid voltage 400 v

Maximum output current 16 a

Maximum active power  
(cos phi = 1)

8,800 w 1) 3) 10,300 w 2) 3) 5)

Maximum active power  
(cos phi = 0.95)

8,800 w 1) 3) 9,800 w 3)

Maximum active power  
(cos phi = 0.9)

8,800 w 1) 3) 9,300 w 3)

Maximum apparent power  
(cos phi = 0.95)

9,260 va 4) 10,300 va 4)

Maximum apparent power  
(cos phi = 0.9)

9,780 va 4) 10,300 va 4)

rated power 8,000 w 3) 9,900 w 3)

rated frequency 50 hz, optional 60 hz

frequency 47.5 hz ... 52 hz  
(depending on regional settings)

night-time power loss < 2.5 w

feeding phases three-phase

distortion factor (cos phi = 1) < 3 % (max. power)

Power factor cos phi 0.9 capacitive ... 0.9 inductive

8000+ 3ph 10 000+ 3ph

Characterisation of the operating performance

Maximum efficiency 96.3 %

european efficiency 95.2 % 95.4 %

MPP efficiency > 99 %

Power derating at full power from 50 °c (tamb)

Safety

Isolation principle no galvanic isolation, transformerless

Grid monitoring yes, integrated

residual current monitoring yes, integrated 6)

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms with or without air conditioning, 
outdoors with protection

ambient temperature  -20 °c … +60 °c

Storage temperature  -30 °c … +80 °c

relative humidity 0 % … 95 %, non-condensating

noise emission (typical) < 60 dba

Fitting and construction

degree of protection IP 54

overvoltage category III (ac), II (dc)

dc Input side connection Multicontact Mc4 (4 pairs),  
rated current 22 a per input

ac output side connection wieland rSt25i5 plug,  
mating connector included

dimensions (x x y x Z) 400 x 847 x 225 mm

weight 42 kg

communication interface rS485; 2 x rJ45 sockets; connectable to 
StecaGrid vision, Meteocontrol web‘log or 

Solar-LogtM

Integrated dc circuit breaker yes, compliant with dIn vde 0100-712

cooling principle temperature-controlled fan, variable speed

test certificate certificate of compliance as per dIn vde 0126-
1-1, ce mark, vde ar n 4105, G59, G83, 

aS4777, ute c 15-712-1

1) Germany and Denmark_unlimited: 8,000 W
2) Germany and Denmark_unlimited: 9,900 W
3) Denmark: 6,000 W
4) Denmark: 6,670 VA at cos phi = 0.90; 6,320 VA at cos phi = 0.95
5) Belgium and Australia: 10,000 W
6) The design of the inverter prevents it from causing  DC leakage current 

StecaGrid  User
Visualisation software
(Page 44)

Solar-Log™ and 
 Meteocontrol WEB’log
Accessories
(from page 40)

StecaGrid SEM
Energy manager
(Page 38)
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stecaGrid 20000 3ph stecaGrid 23000 3ph

DC input side (PV-generator)

Maximum input voltage 1,000 v

Maximum input voltage for feeding 250 v

MPP voltage for rated output 490 v … 850 v 575 v … 900 v

Maximum input current 41 a

Maximum recommended Pv power 24,000 wp 27,600 wp

AC output side (Grid connection)

Grid voltage 320 v ... 480 v 368 v ... 528 v

rated grid voltage 400 v 460 v

Maximum output current 29.2 a

Maximum active power (cos phi = 1) 20,000 w 23,000 w

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.95) 19,000 w 21,850 w

Maximum active power (cos phi = 0.9) 18,000 w 20,700 w

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.95) 19,000 va 21,850 va

Maximum apparent power (cos phi = 0.9) 18,000 va 20,700 va

rated power 20,000 w 23,000 w

rated frequency 50 hz and 60 hz

frequency 45 hz ... 65 hz

rated current 29 a 28.8 a

night-time power loss < 0.5 w

feeding phases three-phase

distortion factor (cos phi = 1) < 1.8 % (max. power)

Power factor cos phi 0.8 capacitive ... 0.8 inductive

Characterisation of the operating performance

Maximum efficiency 98.2 % 98.3 %

european efficiency 97.8 % 98.1 %

MPP efficiency 99.9 %

Safety

Isolation principle no galvanic isolation, transformerless

Grid monitoring yes, integrated

residual current monitoring yes, integrated

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms with or without air conditioning, outdoors with or without protection

ambient temperature -25 °c ... +55 °c

Storage temperature -25 °c ... +70 °c

relative humidity 0 % ... 100 % (non-condensating)

noise emission (typical) < 45 dba

Fitting and construction

degree of protection IP 65

overvoltage category III (ac), II (dc)

dc Input side connection Multicontact Mc4 (6 pairs),  
rated current 22 a per input

ac output side connection - type Screw-type terminal

dimensions (x x y x Z) 530 x 601 x 277 mm

weight 38.4 kg

communication interface rS485; ethernet

Integrated dc circuit breaker yes, compliant with vde 0100-712

cooling principle natural convection

test certificate ce mark, clearance certificate as per dIn vde 0126-1-1, vde ar n 4105, G59 (others available on request) 

stecaGrid 20000 3ph and
stecaGrid 23000 3ph

For universal use
the three-phase StecaGrid inverters are perfect suited for commer-
cial rooftop systems right through to megawatt parks. due to their 
output voltage of 460 v and their input voltage of 575 v to 900 v 
the StecaGrid 23000 3ph is the ideal player for medium voltage 
applications in large scale Pv plants.

they comply with all requirements for IP 65 protection: their hou-
sing provides reliable protection from dust and water, including high 
pressure washing. these systems can therefore be installed out in 
the open without any problem.

Plug & play installation
the StecaGrid inverters are easy to handle and compact. Installation 
is safe and easy with simple plug connections and low weight. 
Installation costs are minimised because the devices also remain 
closed during installation.

Easy operation
operation and monitoring are easy, further facilitated by the graphic 
display, the integrated rS485 interface and an ethernet connection. 
the integrated data-logger collects and records all important ope-
rating data.

High efficiency
even at low irradiation, the three-phase inverters achieve an 
efficiency of up to 98.3 %. as a result of these high efficiency levels 
convection cooling is all that is needed to dissipate the heat. this en-
sures, in addition to noise-free cooling, the maintenance-free inner 
workings of the inverter.

Product features
 ∙ high efficiency
 ∙ wide input voltage range
 ∙ three-phase, symmetrial grid feeding
 ∙ Integrated data logger
 ∙ firmware update possible
 ∙ Integrated dc circuit breaker
 ∙ robust metal casing
 ∙ Suitable for outdoor installation
 ∙ wall-mounting with steel wall bracket for very easy 
installation

Displays
 ∙ Multifunction graphical Lcd display with backlighting
 ∙ animated representation of yield

Operation
 ∙ Simple menu-driven operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation 

Options
 ∙ System monitoring with Solar-LogtM and web’log 

StecaGrid 20000 
StecaGrid 23000

StecaGrid 20000 3ph
StecaGrid 23000 3ph

system monitoring and accessories

Meteocontrol WEB’log
Data logger
(from page 40)

Solar-Log
Data logger
(from page 40)

460 V  
aC
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continuous system monitoring is essential for obtaining the absolute 
maximum performance from your solar system at all times. along-
side a wide range of system monitoring options, Steca also offers the 
best possible solution for energy and feed-in management for your 
photovoltaic system.

»ProfeSSIonaL SySteM MonItorInG 
for reLIabLe yIeLdS and enerGy 
ManaGeMent.« enerGy  

ManaGeMent and 
SySteM MonItorInG

 Energy manager

 System monitoring

 Software
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RS485

StecaGrid 3000 StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph StecaGrid SEM Ripple control 
receiver from the 
power supply com-
pany

Two to 
four relay 
contacts

RS485

Optional diversion load 
for excess power (relay 

output)
S0

LoadALE3 or similar 
energy meter with 
S0 output

Consumption 
and feed-in 
meter

StecaGrid 
9000 3ph

StecaGrid 
9000 3ph

StecaGrid 
9000 3ph

StecaGrid 
9000 3ph

StecaGrid 
9000 3ph

StecaGrid SEM Ripple control receiver 
from the power supply 
company

Two to four relay 
contacts

Feed-in meter

Triggering via relay 
output

Contactor

www.steca.com

StecaGrid SEM

StecaGrid SEM

StecaGrid SEM

Characterisation of the operating performance

own consumption < 3 w

Operating conditions

area of application indoor rooms, with or
without air conditioning

Interface to inverter
Steca rS485 bus with  

max. 1,000 m cable length and 10 bus 
participants at maximum

ambient temperature 0 °c ... +60 °c

Storage temperature -40 °c ... +85 °c

relative humidity 0 % ... 95 %

noise emission silent

Fitting and construction 

degree of protection IP 20

terminal (fine / single wire) 1.5 mm2 / 2.5 mm2

dimensions (x x y x Z) 72 x 91 x 58 mm

weight 300 g

Power supply 230 v / 50 hz or 60 hz

communication interface 2 x rJ45; 4 x analogue for ripple control 
receiver, via screw-type terminals; uSb, 

type b socket; S0 interface

relay output potential-free contact, 250 v ac / 16 a

test certificate ce mark

Product features
 ∙ wall-mounting with top-hat rail
 ∙ compact and robust product design
 ∙ Quiet and emission-free
 ∙ Maintenance-free
 ∙ firmware update possible

Displays
 ∙ 4 Leds show operating states

Interfaces
 ∙ Steca rS485 bus

Certificates
 ∙ compliant with european Standards (ce)
 ∙ Made in Germany 

Options
 ∙ can be connected to the StecaGrid vision display unit or a  
data logger

modes of operation

Forwarding of ripple control signal
In Germany, photovoltaic systems require feed-in management. to 
this end, ripple control receivers of the respective grid operators are 
installed. these ripple control receivers transmit a reduction signal 
from the grid operator whenever the system has to be throttled due 
to grid overloads. 

StecaGrid SeM is the easiest way to connect your StecaGrid inver-
ter to the ripple control receiver. StecaGrid SeM evaluates the relay 
outputs of the ripple control receiver and transmits the signals via 
the Steca solar bus (or Steca rS485 bus) to the connected inverters.

with the StecaGrid user software, the function of the individual 
relay outputs of the ripple control receiver can be freely configured. 
In this way, all ripple control receivers with two to four outputs can 
be used.

Dynamic feed limitation
data can be read from an energy meter via an S0 interface. this al-
lows for a distinction between the share of Pv energy used at home 
and that fed into the grid. with this measurement data, StecaGrid 
SeM monitors the house connection and ensures that no more than 
a specified output is fed into the grid. If required, it accurately redu-
ces the output of the connected inverters. 

benefit for system operators: energy consumed at home is not 
included in the limitation. the limit may be changed as required via 
the StecaGrid user software and the uSb interface on the StecaGrid 
SeM. for example, the 70 % limitation or the standards set by the 
kfw funding programme for storage systems (60 %) are fulfilled. 
In general, feeding into the public grid can also be prevented by 
setting the specified value to 0 w. 

the StecaGrid SeM can connect a load via a relay. the switch-on 
value for the load can be specified as required. the parameters for 
switching the relay, and therefore also the load, on and off can also 
be set as needed.

Direct relay triggering
direct relay triggering is specifically suited for Pv 
systems with the StecaGrid 9000 3ph inverters 
from 30 kwp to 100 kwp, which in Germany must 
be incorporated into feed-in management by the 
end of 2013. 

the signals from the ripple control receiver to 
be fitted in the system are switched to the relay 
output of the StecaGrid SeM. If the specified value 
of the power supply company is below 100%, the 
Pv system is disconnected from the grid. this fulfils 
the standards for feed-in management.

stecaGrid sem

Smart Energy Manager for coolcept, coolcept-120,  
coolcept-x, coolcept3, coolcept3-x, StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph 
and 10000+ 3ph,  

The feed-in management solution
the StecaGrid SeM offers different options of realising feed-in ma-
nagement with a photovoltaic system. a ripple control receiver from 
the relevant distribution grid operator can be connected. from firm-
ware version 3.0, the feed output at the grid connection point can 
be limited to an adjustable value, or the ripple control signal can be 
switched to the relay output. the individual operating modes are 
selected and defined via the free StecaGrid user Pc software. up 
to ten inverters can be connected to the StecaGrid SeM via the rS 
485 interface.

SEM stands for Smart Energy Manager 

Easiest installation
StecaGrid SeM can be installed on a top-hat rail in the switching ca-
binet right next to the ripple control receiver. Its width is 4 hP. direct 
power supply at 230 v. a mains adapter plug or an external direct 
current power supply are not required. 

Easily accessible service interface
all connected StecaGrid inverters can be accessed via a uSb interface 
on the StecaGrid SeM. connection to a Pc via the supplied uSb cable.
the interface is on the front side of the casing – the cover does not 
need to be removed in the switching cabinet.

the StecaGrid SeM can be configurated via the StecaGrid user 
Software (from version 3.0). the software is available at www.steca-
solar.com for free download. 
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stecaGrid Portal interface:
PV system yields based on a day, week, month or annual profile 

monitoring protects your yields:
Examples of faults and their effects:

= Dropout of a string
= optimal yield curve

= Inverter shutdown

= optimal yield curve

www.steca.com

continuous system monitoring is recom-
mended, or even essential, for obtaining the 
absolute maximum performance from your 
solar energy system at all times. Steca offers 
you a number of different system monito-
ring methods:

Local monitoring is sufficient when the 
operator regularly checks the data on the 
display unit. above and beyond this, the 
data logger monitors the functions of the 
system components, displays faults and 
stores all relevant system data.

remote system monitoring is more conveni-
ent. the data logger can be connected to 
your Pc and all system data can be displayed 
and analysed via the  htML user interface.

the most professional method is to use 
online monitoring. the data logger sends 
the system data to an external database. 
the operator can then log in to this database 
and not only analyse his or her data but can 
also compare the data with regional irradi-
ance values. this thus provides the operator 
with an objective impression of the effec-
tiveness of his or her Pv system.

system monitorinG
Locally and remotely

Displayed and analysed: Solar-Log™ WEB keeps you up-to-date on the optimum work of your system at all times –  
even on the road, with the Solar-Log™ App.

coolcept
coolcept-120
coolcept-x

coolcept3

coolcept3-x
stecaGrid 8000+ 3ph 
stecaGrid 10000+ 3ph

stecaGrid 20000+ 3ph 
stecaGrid 23000+ 3ph

local  
visualisa-

tion

stecaGrid  User
visualisation software

stecaGrid  User
visualisation software

stecaGrid  User
visualisation software

stecaGrid  Vision
display unit

 

 

remote 
querying

browser-based user interface browser-based user interface

stecaGrid Portal1)

web-Portal
stecaGrid Portal

web-Portal

remote  
monito-
ring

meteocontrol Web‘log
data logger  

and Meteocontrol web‘log  
web portal

meteocontrol Web‘log
data logger  

and Meteocontrol web‘log  
web portal

meteocontrol Web‘log
data logger  

and Meteocontrol web‘log  
web portal

meteocontrol Web‘log
data logger  

and Meteocontrol web‘log  
web portal

solar-log
data logger  

and Solar-Log™ web  
htML user interface

solar-log
data logger  

and Solar-Log™ web  
htML user interface

solar-log
data logger  

and Solar-Log™ web  
htML user interface

solar-log
data logger  

and Solar-Log™ web  
htML user interface

 

1) except for coolcept-120
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stecaGrid Portal
Free web portal for system monitoring   

Plug and Play
when the ethernet interface of the coolcept inverter is connected 
to a router, the data from the data logger of the inverter is sent 
directly to the StecaGrid Portal. Setting up the portal is easy: on 
www.steca.com/portal, follow the link to the system data entry 
mask. In addition to system output, the modules used and the loca-
tion of the system, the serial numbers of the installed inverters are 
queried. on the StecaGrid Portal, up to five coolcept- and coolcept3-
inverters can be combined to one system. the data of the individual 
devices are added up and displayed as a complete system.

Free use for two years
If the system operator agrees to having his system data published 
on www.solare-energiewende.de, the StecaGrid Portal can be used 
free of charge for two years. afterwards for further optional use,  
which is not free of charge, he will receive an offer.

Clear presentation of yield data
the software interface is very clearly structured. In addition to the 
system data, yield data is displayed in daily, weekly, monthly and 
annual profiles. a scale evaluates current yield data of the system in 
comparison to values from other systems in the same region. this 
allows the user to determine at a glance whether the system‘s yield 
lies above or below the regional average. the display also shows 
the user‘s environmental contribution in terms of co2 saved due to 
yields.

StecaGrid Portal user interface
yields of the selected photovoltaic system can be presented 
in daily, weekly, monthly or annual profiles.

Direct comparison to other systems
compare your Pv system data to other systems from your region.

Smart networking
Monitor the output of your Pv system for free with the StecaGrid 
Portal. with the intuitive user interface, you can access your yield 
data anywhere and at any time – even from your smartphone or 
tablet Pc.

exemplary connection

On the StecaGrid Portal, up to five coolcept, coolcept-x, 
coolcept3 and coolcept3-x inverters can be combined to one 
system.
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stecaGrid User

Visualisation software for coolcept, coolcept-120,  
coolcept-x, coolcept3 and coolcept3-x, StecaGrid 8000+ 
3ph, StecaGrid 10000+ 3ph and StecaGrid SEM

Universal and individual  
the StecaGrid user software allows system operators to transfer 
entries from inverter data loggers to a computer and subsequent-
ly analyse the data. Inverters store diurnal variation curves, among 
other data. after 31 days, the oldest data are overwritten with new 
data.  using the StecaGrid user software, data can be read regularly 
and stored permanently on a computer. 

the StecaGrid user software allows users to read the data of up 
to 100 inverters via a bus and have the data arranged and presented 
in a graph. the programme provides a clear overview of diurnal, 
monthly and annual variation curves both for the entire system and 
for each individual inverter. yield data of several inverters can thus 
be compared. various presentation options and colour schemes en-
sure that comparisons are clearly laid out. 

the StecaGrid user also presents current measurements on the 
computer screen. the data that can be called up individually on the 
inverter‘s display are clearly presented on one StecaGrid user page.

Prepared for the future!
choosing the ‚information‘ menu item, users can read the hardware 
and software status of the connected inverters. the StecaGrid user 
software also carries out updates when new, improved software 
is available or new technical requirements necessitate a software  
adaptation. 

the yield data read from one inverter can be transferred to ano-
ther inverter using the StecaGrid user software.

Other functions
as of software version 3.x, StecaGrid user Software offers additio-
nal settings, for example to configure the energy manager StecaGrid 
SeM.

the software is available at www.stecasolar.com for free down-
load. the computer connection requires a rS485 uSb adapter cable.

stecaGrid Vision

Display unit for StecaGrid 8000+ 3ph and StecaGrid 
10000+ 3ph 

One photovoltaic system – one display
the philosophy behind the StecaGrid vision display unit is to provi-
de the system operator with a representation of the entire system’s 
data. In the default display, the output and yields of all connected 
StecaGrid inverters are shown as combined totals. thus, the opera-
tor does not need to go from one inverter to the next, reading out 
the values individually and adding them up themselves. naturally, it 
is also possible to view and compare data from individual inverters.

Up to 20 inverters can be connected
one to 20 StecaGrid inverters can be connected to the optional 
StecaGrid vision display unit. the wired connections between the 
inverters and to the display unit are realised via Steca’s own com-
munication bus. 

Easy to operate
the StecaGrid vision impresses with its design. It is operated by me-
ans of four modern capacitive buttons.   Graphic curves show the 
energy yields from the system as a whole, and from individual inver-
ters, thus providing information at a glance, regarding the perfor-
mance over the course of the day. In  addition, StecaGrid vision has 
a data logging function, which also enables querying of historical 
data. error messages  regarding the system as a whole, as well as 
individual inverters, are shown in plain text.

exemplary interconnection

StecaGrid 10000 3ph and StecaGrid 8000 3ph inverters with 
StecaGrid Vision display unit:

Display
 ∙ Multifunction graphic Lcd display with backlighting  
for current output, energy yields, operating parameters, date, 
time, service information

 ∙ animated representation of yield
 
Operation
 ∙ Multilingual menu navigation

StecaGrid  
Vision

StecaGrid  
10 000+ 3ph

+ StecaGrid  
 8000+ 3ph

+ StecaGrid  
 8000+ 3ph

stecaGrid Vision

application conditions

area of application indoor rooms,  
with or without air conditioning

Interface to inverter Steca bus with max. 1,000 m cable length

ambient temperature -20 °c ... +45 °c

humidity 0 % ... 95 %

noise emissions in standard 
operating conditions

silent 

equipment and design 

Protection class IP 20

dimensions (x x y x Z) 240 x 180 x 63.8 mm

weight 450 g

Power supply 230 v mains adapter plug  
(included in delivery)

communication interface uSb

range 1,000 m

test certificate ce mark

StecaGrid Vision

Current measured values of the StecaGrid inverters connected to the RS485 bus Display of internal error memory

Daily yield curve Daily, monthly, annual and total yields are clearly displayed in StecaGrid User

RS485 USB adapter cable
Adapter cable

accessories
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ProFessional  
system monitorinG
with StecaGrid Configurator 3.3 and 4.1

A technically matched system along with the suitable 
software secures the highest yields.

the simulation software versions provided by Steca aid system 
planners, dealers, installers and end customers in planning the 
right system.

Free software solutions
the comprehensive and detailed StecaGrid configurator 3.3 is 
available for download at www.stecasolar.com. 

the easy to use and intuitive StecaGrid configurator 4.1 is 
started online as a browser application.

stecaGrid Configurator 4.1
Software for system planning online

the StecaGrid configurator 4.1 is an innovative, user-friendly web 
application that makes the design and configuration of photovol-
taic systems even easier than before. the application can be used 
without downloading and installing any extra software.

Intuitive and convenient
the intuitive menu structure allows quick entry of all data required 
for designing a system. the convenient user-interface allows selec-
tion from the range of StecaGrid inverters and corresponding Pv 
modules and entry of the relevant system data. the StecaGrid con-
figurator 4.1 automatically calculates the optimum system design 
immediately. 

For installers and system planners
If the interconnection concepts do not match each other, or the 
electrical values do not conform to the performance spectrum of a 
selected inverter, the program automatically indicates the problem.

the free StecaGrid configurator 4.1 is optimally designed for the 
requirements of installers and system planners.

stecaGrid Configurator 3.3
Software for system monitoring

the update version of the StecaGrid configurator makes it possible 
to plan a photovoltaic system in an even more professional manner. 
It offers a wealth of improvements compared to its fore runner, the 
3.2 version. 

among the new features is the inclusion of the new 70 percent 
rule for design relationships where the output power is only 70 
percent of the module power. to consider the reactive power, cos 
Phi (1.00; 0.95 or 0.90) can be selected. the system planner can 
also specify the maximum and minimum module temperatures. the 
number of modules to be used in the selected system configurati-
on can be modified subsequently. the effects on the system values 
and yields as well as exceeding of the input parameters are clearly 
shown.

this version is self-contained, offering a convenient user interface. 
there are four different options for determining the size of a photo-
voltaic system after selecting a module type. In addition, modules 
stored in a large database can be filtered according to specific crite-
ria. If the required module is not stored in the database, you can add 
own modules to the programme. this is followed by the selection 
of the inverters according to a range of specifications, for example 
the installation site and rated ac or dc power. the calculated cost of 
generating electricity is taken as the standard selection criterion. to 
help with the specifications, the programme includes different va-
lues for the cost of systems planning as well as for modules, wiring, 
installation systems, etc. the installing company can provide their 
client data and company logo, which will appear on the printouts. 
a total of 100 locations throughout europe offer  irradiation data to 
help predict annual energy yield.

the predicted annual energy yield and the similarly editable va-
lues for the discount factor and operating time together allow the 
exact calculation in cents per kilowatt hour of the costs incurred by a 
system in producing electricity. on the basis of the electricity gene-
ration costs, it is possible to ascertain at a glance whether it would 
be more efficient to use the inverter with one more solar module, 
or one fewer. a list of required parts, the connection diagram and a 
summary of the project data all guarantee professional preparation 
for sales meetings with customers.

the programme’s menu navigation can be set to German, english, 
french, Italian or Spanish.

the software is available free of charge at:
www.stecasolar.com

for updates please refer to the Steca web site.
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ServIce and 
other  
Product areaS

Steca has long stood for ideas and innovations as an electronic manufacturing services (eMS) provider 
and manufacturer of Steca brand product lines in solar electronics and battery charging systems. as a 
leading supplier of products for the solar electronics industry, Steca sets the international standard for 
the regulation and control of solar energy systems. In the three market segments Pv grid connected, 
Pv off grid and Solar thermal, the Steca brand is synonymous with innovation and vision. development, 
production, sales and after sales service have set themselves the highest quality standards.

»Steca SoLar eLectronIcS  
ProductS and SoLutIonS for  
an ecoLoGIcaL future.«
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whether workshops, guarantee extensions 
or marketing tools: whatever you need in 
our diverse  range of Service Partner ser-
vices, we support you with know-how and 
advertising material for your professional 
presence.

Seminars
Steca is offering seminars on all product-
related topics as a workshop. here, you will 
learn from the trainers how to use the pro-
ducts for your application, as well as their 
function, installation and operation. your 
opinion counts in order to present better 
solutions.

Youtube Channel
the Stecasolar youtube channel presents 
brief instructions on selected products, as 
well as company news. videos with easy to 
understand information explain how to use 
the individual products.

sUPPort
with added value, exclusively for Steca Service Partners

With the purchase of any steca product you benefit 
from our extensive range of services:

 hotline/support
 Our capable customer advisers and technical support department are  
 at your service at all times to answer any product questions you may 

 have. +49 (0) 700 STECAGRID   (+49 (0) 700 783224743)  
 (Monday to Friday from 8°° to 16°°; 12 Euro-cents/minute from within the German public telephone network)

 or outside business hours: service@stecasolar.com. Naturally, we  
 support our international partners in their national language: we have  
 customer advisers who speak English, French, Spanish or Italian.

 Guarantee and guarantee extension
 We provide a 5-year guarantee on all grid inverters. Within the first  
 2 years, guarantees can be extended to 10 or 20 years in some cases.  

 We offer our trading and service partners especially favourable  
 commercial and legal guarantee conditions and cost-sharing  
 flat-rates. Further information can be found at www.stecasolar.com.

 Replacement service and repair
 To keep the yield losses as low as possible in the case of a fault, we  
 offer all our EU partners replacement devices. If a defective device  

 cannot be repaired after expiry of the guarantee period, our Service 
 Partners receive replacement devices under special conditions.

 On-site customer service
 If the Service Hotline and replacement service cannot correct your  
 problems then our authorised Service Technicians will correct the  

 problem on-site.

 Workshops and seminars
 As a Service Partner you are eligible to take part in our regular product 
 training courses and receive information on new innovations.

 marketing tools
 We support our Service Partners with professional marketing tools  
 for the Web, trade fairs and communication.

 steca service-Partner-logo
 As an authorised Service Partner, we allow you to use our logo on  
 your advertising material.  

Production - factory in Memmingen, Germany
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PV oFF Grid 

solar home systems

inverter systems

hybrid systems

solar thermal 

solar controllers

heating and domestic hot water controllers 

system controllers
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battery CharGinG systems 

battery chargers

eleKtroniCs serViCes 

Quality

development

Production

stationary systems

Parking bay power supply units
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